“Pets manager” Digital Invisible Fence
(Indoor Version)
JBZL-03
In order to let people set the forbidden areas for pets when they leave, we developed
“pets manager” digital invisible fence. The technical content of the product is of the
international advanced level, the digital invisible fence is composed of tranmitter,
receiver, and CPU central system mode intelligent controller. According to sizes of
spaces, it can be adjusted freely by people, when pets wear the receiver, as soon as
they are near to the wireless broadcast frequency signals areas, the receiver will
receive the signals and start alarm or alert automatically, with harmless electronic
stimulation in a same time, to alarm the pets not to enter the forbidden areas. The
digital invisible fence can make pets have the habits of living in their independent
spaces, prevent pets’ depressing behaviors, and keep your furnitures and living
articles clean and tidy, then you will not need to worry about anything when you go
outside.
Description of product functions:
1. “Pets manager” is designed to provide personal opportunity for pets training, and
is used to prevent pets’ depressing behaviors —— no need to send the pets to the
training centers.
2. The product does not need cables, so you can place the “Pets manager” beside of
the objects you want to keep away from pets.
3. The signals cover diameter of the forbidden area is 50~300cm.
4. Signals cover division setting, you can adjust the signals cover ranges according to
the size of the space freely by yourself.
5. The sensitivity and accuracy of a cover division range are controlled digitally.
6. Automatic alarm or alert system, to alert pets not to enter the forbidden area.
7. The product is suitable for 2~70kg dogs.
8. With LCD display.
9. The receiver is in waterproof design, in the lightest design, 36g weight, will not
affect pets’ living when it is put on.
10. Programming system, in two different modes, you can set it to allow one pet enter
an area, while another is not allowed.
11. According to the living space, you can select “one for one” or “one for two”
pattern.
12. Transmitter, receiver battery idle time is 4000 hours.
13. The transmitter is used with 3pcs “AA” alkali batteries (not included), and the
receiver is used with 2pcs CR2032 button Li batteries (included)
14. The product is protected by national patent law.

